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ABSTRACT Crime prediction in video-surveillance systems is required to prevent incident and protect
assets. In this sense, our article proposes first artificial intelligence approach for Robbery Behavior Potential
(RBP) prediction and detection in an indoor camera. Our method is based on three detection modules
including head cover, crowd and loitering detection modules for timely actions and preventing robbery.
The two first modules are implemented by retraining YOLOV5 model with our gathered dataset which is
annotated manually. In addition, we innovate a novel definition for loitering detection module which is
based on DeepSORT algorithm. A fuzzy inference machine renders an expert knowledge as rules and then
makes final decision about predicted robbery potential. This is laborious due to: different manner of robber,
different angle of surveillance camera and low resolution of video images. We accomplished our experiment
on real world video surveillance images and reaching the F1-score of 0.537. Hence, to make an experimental
comparison with the other related works, we define threshold value for RBP to evaluate video images as a
robbery detection problem. Under this assumption, the experimental results show that the proposed method
performs significantly better in detecting the robbery as compared to the robbery detection methods by
distinctly report with F1-score of 0.607. We strongly believe that the application of the proposed method
could cause reduction of robbery detriment in a control center of surveillance cameras by predicting and
preventing incident of robbery. On the other hand, situational awareness of human operator enhances and
more cameras can be managed.

INDEX TERMS Surveillance videos, low resolution, RBP prediction, deep learning method, fuzzy inference
machine.

I. INTRODUCTION
Today, surveillance cameras arewidely used in various places
such as stores, banks, airports and homes, to increase pub-
lic safety and prevent the occurrence of crime. Alterna-
tively, the time and place of the crime and specifically the
wrongdoer, can be achieved by analyzing these videos and
aiming to identify the delinquent. Meanwhile, someone is
needed behind the scene, watching the videos and noticing
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whenever something anomaly is happening. However, due to
very rare occurrence of an anomaly, the person becomes tired
and if an anomaly happens, sometimes he cannot realize its
occurrence. In other words, he loses the anomaly [1]. Fur-
thermore, the anomaly-detection process is based on human
common feeling which is learned during years. On the other
hand, skill amount of the person for signs of crime occur-
rence understanding ability and the cost of employing him
are other problems of nonautomated crime prediction and
detection systems which are based on watching surveillance
videos.
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To automate anomaly detection, some visual features must
be extracted using machine learning and deep learning algo-
rithms [2], [3]. For better performance of these algorithms,
specific features for different anomaly classes [4] like van-
dalism [5], violence detection [6] and robbery [7] can be
useful. Predicting the location and time of the crime reducing
the destruction. On the other hand, security forces are also
present on time such as an experiment, manufactured in Santa
Cruz, California, where officers benefit from daily crime
forecasts every morning. This forecasting navigates them
to patrol determined regions. A Santa Cruz spokesperson
declared that thirteen wrongdoers have been stopped in the
determined areas during first the six month of experiment [8].
Due to paper [8], [9], and [10], some main symptoms prove
that predictive policing is significant to be used for federal
financing and security systems including: cost saving and
crime reduction. Violent crimes are more dangerous because
of their victimization probability and they increased by 20%
due to Seattle Police Department (SPD) report during 2021 in
Washington, USA [11]. According to statics acquired from
Federal Bureau of Investigations-Uniform Crime Reporting
System (FBI-UCR), robbery is one of five common crimes
in the United States [12]. The detection of robbery is one
of the purposes of installing surveillance cameras in many
places. Robbery is the crime of taking or attempting to
grab any property by force, threat or weapon [13] based
on oxford dictionary definition and differentiated from other
forms of theft such as shoplifting, pickpocket or burglary,
by its intrinsically violent essence [14], [15]. Whiles many
lesser types of theft are punished as misdemeanors, robbery
is always a felony in jurisdictions. Criminologists distinguish
different types of robbery with regards to time and space of
occurrence, armed or unarmed robberies, weapon types and
force amount. Therefor, one typical scissor is commercial
robberies and street robberies [16]. Street robberies usually
happens in poor crowded locations with no Closed-circuit
televisions (CCTV). Commercial robberies occur in two
ways: one where the offender enters the scene dressed up as
a customer or conceal his face with normal covers like mask
or helmets then suddenly out of the blue pulls a weapon and
scares the employee. The other which offenders enter with
force, typically in a group and probably conceal their face or
head [17]. Both types of commercial robberies occurred in the
indoor places which have customarily CCTVs so that detect-
ing offenders or detection and even prediction of commercial
robberies can be possible. Additionally, offenders who armed
by weapon or knife usually threaten humanwith force. On the
other hand, for offenders bearing any stick or be unarmed,
a massive force is more probable [16], [17]. Hereupon, armed
or unarmed commercial robberies force causes injury, pain
and even death.

Thus, predicting commercial robbery behavior by human,
machine or combination of these two, plays an impor-
tant role in preventing its occurrence and its arisen
dangers [18].

In general, there are some methods to automate detection
or prediction of crimes based on extracting different crime
scenarios and implementing them in different fields. But none
of these methods have predicted the potential of robbery
behavior. Therefore, there is a need to develop an algorithm
for RBP prediction in video images. One could easily notice
that, extracting the evidences and features in the surveillance
videos is needed for prediction. To do this, the potential of
robbery behavior in video images should be investigated.
Scenarios of robbery occurrence, vary from one context to
another [19] due to different conditions of each place selected
for robbing and different cultures of countries. Therefore,
robust feature extraction is not accompanied with certainty.

Despite the variety of robbery incidence scenarios and
due to scenario-based approaches [20], [21], a common sce-
nario with main points can be considered for commercial
robbery videos. Specifically, one or some person choosing
a poorly attended place who are usually covering their face
or head by helmet, mask, glasses or any garment to not
be recognized and they are loitering to get an opportunity
for showing their weapon, threat or force. This scenario is
completely matched with the knowledge of an expert person
and definition of first type of commercial robbery behav-
ior [17], [22]. To implement a system based on this common
scenario abstracted from different scenarios inferred from
robbery videos, we consider common features found in most
robbery cases under three modules including: head cover,
crowd and loitering detection. After extracting these features,
for modules implementation, an inference machine is needed
to conclude on the RBP. The conclusion process must be
as competence as a human decision making for potential
derivation. Due to the ability of fuzzy set theory to mimic
human inference [23], experience could be put in the form of
fuzzy rules and according to fuzzy measurement, it facilitates
the diagnosis and reasoning of a complex decision [24], [25].
Deep learning methods on the other hand, do not offer such
adaptability and may not be able to deal with the nuances and
variations of uncertain data well [25]. Owing to these reasons
a fuzzy inference machine is proposed in this paper.

To sum up, main contributions of our paper are as below:
1. The proposed algorithm is based on a novel method

which can predict RBP and prevent damages resulted by its
occurrence in indoor places.To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work focusing on robbery behavior prediction
and grounded on three main modules: Head cover, crowd and
loitering detection modules.

2. A dataset has been prepared for our system and anno-
tated manually as two states: with or without head cover. For
crowd counting, we sum the results of two states reported
by head cover detection module. The method dominates the
constraints of surveillance videos such as low resolution and
single camera videos.

3. The loitering point we have defined, is a novel definition
for loitering calculation. A Deep Simple Online Real-time
Tracking (DeepSORT) algorithm has used with respect to the
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tracking methods to calculate amount of loitering for each
person. By analyzing the obtained amount of loitering based
on Euclidean distance calculation, a point has assigned to
each one.

4. The key contribution of our algorithm is using a fuzzy
inference machine with optimized rules, fuzzification and
defuzzification steps. Obtained results of these three modules
analyzed based on an expert person knowledge about robbery
behavior and an inference machine.

The rest of paper is arranged as follows: Section II reviews
some literature related to our work including suspicious
behavior prediction or detection and also papers related to
our modules. Section III explains proposed algorithm and
outlines concepts of RBP prediction, the proposed modules
and outcome to low-resolution video images by improving
YOLOV5. Experimental results are presented and discussed
in section IV. The last section concludes the research work
and presents future works.

II. RELATED WORKS
Anomalies are infrequent observations, events or behaviors
which are suspicious because they are significantly different
from normal patterns. Crime is a kind of an anomaly which
is any behavior deviating from a normal activity [2]. One
could say that the proliferation usage of CCTV has been
because of increasing crimes in public places. Crime can be
predicted according to suspicious behavior detection. pre-
diction needs defective, vague and unsure information [26].
Our proposed approach concentrates on RBP prediction in
indoor places. Robbery is a kind of crime and the proposed
algorithm needs loitering, crowd and head cover detection.
One important concept of our algorithm is providing a generic
RBP prediction framework which is not addressed in any
other paper. In this section, wewill discuss about some related
works relevant for suspicious behavior detection or predic-
tion, crime detection or prediction and articles concerning
with the loitering or head cover detection.

Elhamod and Levine [27] proposed a semantics-based
suspicious behavior recognition algorithm based on object
tracking by blob matching with color histograms and spatial
information, for updating objects intended in each frame. For
blob and objects similarity specification, intersection of his-
togram’s value is calculated and compared with the defined
threshold. Next it assigns appropriate classes contains people
for animated and objects for inanimated things. By calcu-
lating their 3D motion features and recording it in the form
of historical records, behaviors are semantically determined.
detected suspicious behaviors include: abandoned luggage
by background subtraction methods, fainting by comparing
assumed 2D and actual 3D location of person’s feet and
also head coordinates of that person, fighting by computing
merge, split and simultaneously movement of blob’s centroid
and eventually loitering by aggregating presence time of a
person in an area.

Ishikawa and Zin [18], introduced an automated normal
system for questionable pedestrian detection by loitering

detection. According to [18], a questionable person walks,
stops and goes around the location repeatedly for a long time
with enhancement of direction changing number. His distance
value is greater than the normal person and changing in accel-
eration is so much. To implement these features, [18] divides
the video frames into 25 blocks and counts the frequency
of block numbers which feet of person are in that location.
if this frequency was more than threshold value, that person
descent as suspicious pedestrian. To compute changing of
direction, it calculates angles ofmoving direction. Computing
of distance and acceleration changing extracts all needed
features. Finally, a decision fusion process detects suspicious
pedestrians by aggregating the scores of each step.

Rajapakshe et al. [28] presented an E-police system which
contains two components: video surveillance monitoring sys-
tem and crime prediction.To detect suspicious behaviors such
as violent and vandalism, [28] uses human activity recogni-
tion methods and classifies them into normal and abnormal
categories. They use Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for feature extraction
and detect suspicious human who conceal their faces. crime
prediction process of [28] is based on public information
resources for place and time of crime occurrence prediction
with the help of classification algorithms such as SVM and
Decision tree.

Arroyo et al. [22] proposed an expert real-time suspicious
behaviors detection system in shopping malls. They locate
foreground objects by an image segmentation and back-
ground subtraction algorithm. Next, a blob fusion algorithm
is used to gather the blobs of each segmented parts to detect
human. A tracking algorithm is used with the help of a new
two-step method: a) using a Kalman filter for detection and
tracking human, b) SVM kernels for occlusion management.
Then, the obtained trajectories of people are used to analyze
human behaviors. The entrance or existence alarm is for the
time that too many people enter or a person runs away and
it is detected by trajectory analyzing. Moreover, specific risk
areas are interiors with more expensive articles and chosen by
the human security officers. Loitering of people is evaluated
according to their trajectories and the length of time they
present in those zones. If the time be more than 30 seconds,
which has specified by security experts, their system gives
off an alarm. They mounted a camera on the cash desk to
protect it. If someone loiters around it, and no shop personnel
attended in the cash desk zone, an alarm gives off. Addition-
ally, evaluation process is done on a naturalistic dataset they
provided by multi cameras located on entrance, interior and
cash-desk of a shop.

Bouma et al. [29] focused on the automatic pickpocket
behavior early detection by three steps: detection and tracking
pedestrians using multicamera, feature extraction adopted to
pickpocket scenario and diagnosis of pickpocket. Based on an
expert knowledge, the scenario of pickpocket assumed in [29]
includes seven main phases: surroundings observation, look-
ing for a proper opportunity, communicating to accomplice,
besieging target person, snatching a stuff, handing it over
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and evacuating the scene. To implement this scenario, they
extract some related features including speed of walking,
changing of orientation and crowd merging and splitting.
Finally, a Fisher Linear Discriminant Classifier (LDC) used
to recognize pickpockets. They used video dataset which has
been played by some actors as pickpockets and victims.

Selvi et al. [30] determined enhanced CNN (ECNN) algo-
rithm to detect suspicious actions like shooting and stealing.
Their ECNN method have input layer to feed the convolu-
tion3D layer for feature extraction. Next, methods of [30]
set threshold for LeakyReLU layer for detection of normal
or suspicious action.

Roy [31] proposed a snatch theft detection model by using
GaussianMixtureModel (GMM)with regards to scenarios of
snatch theft occurrence. Reference [31] use HOF and MBH
as feature descriptors to extract dense trajectory feature sets
and represented as action-vector. Next, they train GMM by
these vectors for snatch theft detection.

Kaur et al. [32] presented a face mask detection algorithm
by retraining a CNNwith 3832 face dataset images consisting
with or without mask. A face mask detection system is devel-
oped by retraining YOLOV5 with 685 images that consists of
images of people from two categories that are with and with-
out face masks [33]. Proposed method of [33] training their
model with different number of epochs and the optimal epoch
number they reported was 300. Face mask detection model
proposed in [34], retrainedMobilenetV2 with the help of data
augmentation methods. authors of [35] proposed a method
which detects the face mask with the help of deep Neural
Networks. They fine-tuned the last layer of RESNET50 by
adding five new layers and retrained it with 25876 images
including with or without mask faces. Chowdary et al. [36]
added 5 more layers to InceptionV3 to finetune it for mask
detection. Singh et al. [37] trained both YOLOv3 and faster
R-CNN with the images including human with or without
face mask. Huang et al. [38] proposed a method to detect
helmet with an improved YOLOV3with the change in feature
map size of it for small object detection. Zhou et al. [39]
retrained YOLOV5 with 6045 images including people in
two categories: with or without helmet for helmet detection.
A retrained Single Shot Detectors (SSD) MobileNet V2 deep
network used in [40] for helmet detection. YoloV5 has small
size and it is faster to train. Furthermore, it has ability of small
object detection [18]. Some loitering detection methods are
discussed in ensuing part.

Authors of [41] proposed a loitering detection method in
which person detected by a YOLOV3 algorithm and tracked
by a DeepSORT algorithm. Nayak et al. [41] detected loiter-
ing of individual by computing time duration and displace-
ment of them in comparing with a threshold they defined.
Nam [42] proposed a loitering detection algorithm based
on pedestrian detection by blob detection and comparing
spatial and temporal information with a threshold to detect
loitering person. The time threshold defined in [42] calculated
with regards to time staying in the place and the frame rate.

Consequently, our proposed algorithm originated from
behavior detection systems like proposed systems of [22]
and [29] which used scenarios define suspicious behav-
iors and different steps accomplished to detect these behav-
iors. We use a scenario of robbery behavior occurrence to
implement our innovative method. In our proposed method,
we elaborate on method of [18] and we use DeepSORT
algorithm for tracking each person. We also use Euclidean
distance for loitering detection based on defining a threshold
for distance value. A YoloV5-based algorithm is retrained for
mask and helmet detection for head cover detection module.

A quick summary of all these methods is provided in
Table 1. Furthermore, none of the methods defined in the
above articles, have pondered the RBP prediction with pur-
pose of preventing its occurrence. The potential for robbery
behavior can only be calculated in videos with analyzing
possibility for a period of time before any force, threat or
display of a weapon occurs. That is, the suspicious behavior
of the robber can be assessed. Common scenarios of rob-
bery behavior, is choosing a poorly attended stores, covering
head to not be recognized, and loitering for an opportunity
to threat with a weapon and use force. In our proposed
approach, number of human and his head cover is detected
using the retrained YOLOV5. Next, the human is tracked
using DeepSORT for our novel loitering calculation method
which is based on Euclidean distance calculation and our
defined displacement thresholds. A human need for inferring
a video and decide about RBP of each frame. Fuzzy Logic
looks at the world in ambiguous terms, in much the same way
that our brain takes in information, then responds with pre-
cise actions. The human brain can reason with uncertainties,
vagueness, and judgments. Computers can only manipulate
precise valuations. Fuzzy logic is an attempt to combine the
two techniques. Due to the imprecise terms resulted from
three modules, the fuzzy inference machine can, like the
human mind, decide on the potential of robbery behavior.
So, a fuzzy inference machine inferences RBP. Next section
presents our methodology and proposed approach.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this section, the proposedmethod is introduced in detail for
prediction of RBP as illustrated in Fig. 1. At the beginning,
three main blocks defined, including:

• Head cover detection module.
• Crowd detection module to check number of humans

attended in environments.
• Loitering detection module.
Dataset gathered by our group with regards to intention

of proposed robbery scenario, to implement head and crowd
detection modules. Next, data prepared by manually annotat-
ing and convolving to decrease their resolution. By retraining
YOLOV5s to customize it, two first modules are completely
provided. An Euclidean method is used to calculate distance
traveled by human and the DeepSORT algorithm is employed
to track him. By defining our individual thresholds, the label
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TABLE 1. Literature survey based on relevance to our proposed approach.

of loitering allocated to each person and based on this inno-
vating definition, our particular loitering detection module
is presented. Finally, a fuzzy inference machine is used for
potential prediction of robbery behavior. The RBP prediction
can be decomposed into three main parts: feature extraction,
feature analysis and RBP prediction.

A. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Features extracted from each video, are organized as three
main modules based on common scenario of robbery occur-
rence, including: head cover, crowd and loitering detection
modules. In this part we will explain about each one.

1) HEAD COVER DETECTION
In our proposed method, head cover is defined as any hat,
helmet, mask, glasses or clothes that conceals a person’s head
and face and disturb their identification. Most of robbers
prefer not to be recognized when robbing and head covering
is their choice. In this paper, we propose a method which
can detect head of human intended in a store with or without
head cover in low-resolution single frames and label them
as masked or no-mask. The proposed algorithm uses a deep
learning method for head cover module. You Only Look
Once (YOLO) [43] is a deep learning algorithm that uses
to detect objects and views entire image as a regression
problem [44]. Within training process of YOLO, it looks
over the whole image to extract global information of target
and divides the image into S × S grids. This division makes

some grid cells and the position of object’s center should fall
into that grid cell to be labeled as detected object. Resolu-
tion of surveillance videos are usually low and head cover
detection module should also overcome this challenge.The
YOLO algorithms can be retrained by low-resolution images
to make an accurate detection result [45]. YOLO v1, v2
and v3 can detect type of an object and its position at
an image [46]. YOLOv4 [47] is an improvement on the
YOLOv3 in mean average precision(map) and the number
of frames per second [48]. YOLOv5 is based on YOLOv4
with higher processing speed and smaller size, even 90%
smaller than YOLOV4. Therefore, YOLOv5 is a better choice
to be used in an embedded device. Moreover, YOLOv5 has
better capability in small objects detection [49]. Due to small
size of YOLOV5 and it’s ability for small objects detection,
we choose YOLOV5 for our proposed method and retrain it
with our prepared low resolution images. The YOLOv5 algo-
rithm regulates the width and depth of the backbone network.
Beside these reasons, high human and object detection accu-
racy of YOLOv5, make it a good choice to be used in head
cover detection for our proposed method. Therefore, it has
four versions of the model, which are YOLOv5s, YOLOv5m,
YOLOv5l, YOLOv5x. YOLOv5s is the simplest, smallest
and fastest version [50] andwe use this version in ourmethod.

2) CROWD DETECTION
People attended in the store, either have head cover or not.
As a consequence, by considering the results obtained from
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FIGURE 1. The block diagram of robbery behavior prediction and detection system. After collecting 7622 images from
three different datasets and preparing them for YOLOV5s retraining, head cover and crowd detection modules are
implemented (block A). Loitering detection module uses an Euclidean method to calculate distance traveled by
human and DeepSORT algorithm is employed to track the human.Eventually, the label of loitering allocated to each
person by defining our individual thresholds (block B). A fuzzy inference machine concludes modules results with the
help of fuzzy rules to compute robbery potential for prediction and detection (block C).

the head cover detection module, the number of people can
be obtained and the amount of crowded environment can
be commented on. Therefore, crowd detection module is
actually human’s head part detection acquired from head
cover detection module. Number of humans attended in store
changes the potential of robbery in stores. Low attendance
makes higher risk for robbery. As human presence increases,
the robbery potential decreases as defined in Eq. 1 and 2.

C =

{
0.1,

2
{N }

}
(1)

Cs
=

{
100 ×MinC N = 1 or N ≥ 7
100 ×MaxC 1 < N < 7

(2)

Let C be crowd corresponding set, N be the number of
people and Cs be crowd score. As a result, Cs is between 0-
100 and showing the number of people present in the stores.
Based on crowd score we defined, the effect of the presence
of people can be considered on RBP.

3) LOITERING DETECTION
People intend to buy something in the store, may look for
the stuffs they want. In the end, they choose to go to the

cash desk and pay the price. But a robber is looking for a
good opportunity to take out his weapon. The robber looks
more around the counter, and as a result, the amount of loi-
tering caused by the robber around the counter, is more than
normal. On the other hand, the sight of view of surveillance
cameras is around counter and robber loiters around it as
well. To assess the degree of loitering, each person is tracked
with the help of DeepSORT algorithm. Next, the sum of the
distance traveled for each person is calculated during every
10 frames. A sliding window with 500 frames length termed
snippet in this work, is considered with 10 frames called one
step. Loitering is acquired by aggregating total Euclidean dis-
tance calculated for every snippet. In each video, after about
10 frames, changes in people’s position can be considered.
Therefore, after passing 10 frames, the distance traveled by
people begins to be calculated and after every one step, the
amount of distance traveled is updated again in the range of
500 frames. It is also worth mentioning that cameras used
for collecting dataset we have use in this paper were not
calibrated and due to this reason, calculated distance of our
algorithm is up to scale. On the other hand, distance and
displacement of human are equal in our algorithm because
of low amount of movement during 10 frames.
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FIGURE 2. Video division into snippets: each 500 frames make a snippet and these snippets slides by one step during the video frames.

Fig. 2, displays procedure of snippet allocation and loi-
tering calculation. As can be seen, a video with length of
L is divided into overlapping snippets (S) with 10 frames
steps. In fact, if a person is loitering around the counter, the
distance traveled by him ismore than an appropriate threshold
(θn), and depending on the amount of movement, each person
receives a score between 0 and 100 for loitering. Eq. 3 shows
division of a video into 10 to get number of steps. Next, the
traveled distance is calculated for each step and aggregated
during a snippet. After that, these calculation is done for next
snippet with just one step sliding.

n = [
L
10

] (3)

Eq. 4 elucidates Euclidean distance calculation and aggrega-
tion of them for every snippet.

i = 10j j = 0 : (n − 1)

dj =

√
(Cx(i+10) − Cxi )2 + (Cy(i+10) − Cyi )2

Dm =

50+m∑
i=m

dj m = 0 : (j − 50)

(4)

where dj shows displacement of a human from ith frame to
i+10 during one snippet. Besides, t is the number of steps
during one snippet and it is equal to 50 because 50 × 10 =

500 frames. Furthermore Cx,y shows position of head part for
each human and their displacement during 10 frames is shown
with i and i+10. di is Euclidean distance calculated for every
10 frames and Dm is aggregation of them for every snippets
consisting 500 frames (50 × 10). After calculation of Dm for
one snippet, one step slides during the video and the aggre-
gation is calculated again. This exertion is for consideration
of the human manner changes during the video. Fig. 3, shows
the process of loitering calculation during one snippet.

B. FUZZY INFERENCE MACHINE
The basis of fuzzy set knowledge is awareness of fuzzy logic
theory, in which the degree of membership function describes
the relationship between a member and the set. In fact, fuzzy
logic allows each member to belong to a set in the interme-
diate state [24]. It can quantify all modules in the form of

intermediate values with the appropriate membership rules
and functions, to calculate the potential of robbery. In general,
the fuzzy inference method has two main types:

• Mamdani approach which follows linguistic fuzzy mod-
eling.

• Takagi-Suegno-Kang (TS) approach which is based on
precise fuzzy modeling.

Mamdani approach has high interpretability with low accu-
racy but TS has high accuracy and low interpretability. Due to
the scores obtained from three modules, we need an inference
machine which can conclude robbery potential like a human
brain. Because of conceptual interpretability of Mamdani
approach and interpretable quiddity of our features extracted
by three modules, the suitable inference machine for calcu-
lating the potential of robbery is Mamdani fuzzy inference
machine.

Mamdani fuzzy approach is performed in four steps includ-
ing: fuzzification, inference, composition and defuzzifica-
tion. Fuzzification step is for comparing the input variable
with membership functions (MF) which defines the feature of
fuzzy sets by allocating a corresponding membership value to
each element. Inference step is used to combine membership
values on the premise step for getting fulfillment command.
In composition step, fuzzy or crisp consequent are produced
and finally a crisp output is generated by aggregating the con-
sequences and using MFs in defuzzification step. Triangular,
trapezoidal and Gaussian function are three main MF used
in Mamdani fuzzy inference systems. Defuzzification is the
procedure of converting the fuzzified output into crisp value.

In order to provide the algorithm, the modules: head cover,
crowd and loitering detection, are considered as input vari-
ables and the potential of robbery behavior as output vari-
ables. With regard to this issue, a fuzzy inference machine
has been designed which uses the rules of Mamdani. Due
to simple formula, computational efficiency and an expert
knowledge comprising, triangular MF is chosen in this paper.
Three parameters a, b and c needed to define triangular MF
as Eq. 5.

µj = max
(
min

(
xi − a
b− a

,
c− xi
c− b

)
, 0

)
, (a < b < c) (5)

Parameters a,b and c are coordinates of three corners from the
triangular MF and they are acquired from experts’ knowledge
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FIGURE 3. Block diagram of loitering detection module. di is for Euclidean distance calculation and Dj is aggregation of
di . For every steps, Euclidean distance calculated and mean distance is computed for every snippets. If loitering carry
on, traveled distance accumulated during snippets and loitering score increased.

for all of our detection modules and RBP prediction and
detection system.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Our empirical evaluation is on two cases predicting robbery
potential and detecting robbery. Preparing proper dataset for
retraining deep learning algorithms is for modules created
to extract individuals and their head cover beside their loi-
tering. To test our proposed system, 45 videos are eligible
from Robbery-UCF-Crime [1] dataset for prediction process.
In videos falling into predicting state, there is a period of
time that robber loiters for a appropriate moment for robbery.
It is crucial to accentuate that prediction signifies for behavior
which is not happened yet. For robbery behavior, prediction is
feasible up to the moment that the robber shows his weapon,
threat or force. While individuals with head cover loiter
to get a proper opportunity for threatening or forcing with
robbery aim in low crowded shopping malls. On the other
hand, 70 videos of Robbery-UCF-Crime dataset are used for
robbery detection algorithm. It is noticeable that the detection
is the process of finding out the behavior after its occurrence
which for robbery behavior it means that the robber shows
his weapon, threat or force and maybe leaves the place after
robbing something. The 70 videos have condition of potential
calculation such as proper camera angle for cash desk sight
and visible human. For robbery potential calculation, a fuzzy
inference machine is used instead of human brain to allocate
a proper potential to each scene of video based on three
modules outputs. This part renders experimental results to
evaluate our proposed algorithm.

A. DATA PREPARATION
To develop improved YOLOv5s for head cover detection
in low-resolution images, we prepared image dataset which

gathered from three groups: video image sequences collected
from anomaly folders of UCF-Crime dataset except robbery
folder [1], Bikes Helmets Dataset,1 and Mask Dataset.2

Thereupon images with proper view angle of CCTV
cameras, with more differs in human position and images
in which human can be detached from background, are
selected. Prepared dataset includes 7621 images comprises
5129 images from Bikes Helmets Dataset, 254 images from
Mask Dataset and 2238 images are from UCF-Crime dataset
videos except videos from robbery folder, which converted to
image sequences. These images divided into training, valida-
tion and test sets with approximate ratio of 7:2:1 respectively.
Table 2 represents dataset in detail.

Image selection from image sequences obtained from
videos of UCF-Crime dataset is done manually with respect
to significant changes in background or position of human.
Afterward, obtained images annotated with Computer Vision
Annotation Tool (CVAT) [54] precisely. CVAT is an anno-
tating tool which can accurately localize the keypoints of
bounding boxes and makes a high quality annotation. and
we ascertain the head part of humans by a bounding box
manually. All images labeled as two classes, masked for
human with head cover and no-mask for human without it.
The annotation file is in ‘‘.txt’’ format and containing head of
human information, one row per head for each image. Each
row has information about: ‘‘class’’, ‘‘xc’’, ‘‘yc’’, ‘‘width’’
and ‘‘height’’. Where ‘‘xc’’ and ‘‘yc’’ includes center infor-
mation of x and y coordinates for images, respectively. These
box coordinates must be normalized by the dimensions of
image (from 0 to 1). Normalization of image is based on Eq. 6

1https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/andrewmvd/hard-hat-detection
2https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/andrewmvd/face-mask-detection
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TABLE 2. Images from different dataset used for retraining YOLOV5 in our proposed approach.

FIGURE 4. Coordinates position belongs to bounding box of human head
part.

and for making all input images uniform.

W =

(
xmax − xmin

w

)
H =

(
ymax − ymin

h

)
X =

(
xmax + xmin

2 · w

)
Y =

(
ymax + ymin

2 · h

)
(6)

where W, H, X and Y are normalized coordinates of width,
height, ‘‘xc’’ and ‘‘yc’’, respectively. xmin, xmax , ymin and ymax
are coordinates of bounding box around head part. The w and
h are width and height of bounding box, respectively.

Fig. 4, shows each coordinates position in the bound-
ing box which is used for YOLOV5 retraining. Almost
27500 head part specified in our prepared dataset. The reso-
lution of video image sequences from UCF-Crime dataset is
low. But we decreased resolution of images belong to Bikes
Helmets and Mask datasets to make them adoptable with real
world video images of CCTVs mounted within the building.

To prepare appropriate dataset for capable robbery poten-
tial detection algorithm, which can be used for videos
obtained by CCTV surveillance cameras with low resolution
like UCF-Crime dataset, the resolution of images from Bikes
Helmets and Mask Dataset should be decreased. Therefore,
we convolved these images with Gaussian as Eq. 7 and 8 [51].

L (x, y, σ ) = G (x, y, σ ) ∗ I (x, y) (7)

G (x, y, σ ) =
1

2πσ 2 e
−(x2+y2)

2σ2 (8)

FIGURE 5. A sample image from prepared dataset, Left: main image -
Right: after convolving with Guassian filter of Eq. 8.

In Eq. 7, L(x,y,σ ) is scale space of image, G(x,y,σ ) is the
Gaussian function and I(x,y) is input image. According to
resolution of UCF-Crime dataset, we set scale parameter at
σ=1.3 for making images smoother and with less details
which provides them close to low resolution images of
UCF-Crime dataset by blurring. An example of convolving
a sample image with Gaussian filter can be seen in Fig. 5.
As can be seen, a Region Of Interest (ROI) is magnified to
show the edges which becomes smoother. It is notable that,
to test our proposed RBP prediction, in addition to videos
related to robbery and have condition of prediction, 47 videos
from the normal video collection have been reviewed and
selected with similar conditions, both in terms of predicting
the potential for robbery behavior and also for robbery detec-
tion.

B. RETRAINED YOLVv5
To create proposed crowd and head cover detection modules,
the YOLOV5s algorithm is used. To customize our gathered
low-quality dataset, we modify the YOLOV5s weights by
retraining it with our prepared images and suit the YOLOV5s
for two classes. This allows us to detect, locate and classify
human faces into two classes: with or without head cover. The
models complexity performance is determined by the num-
ber of parameters and floating-point operations per second
(FLOPs). FLOPs measures the complexity of the model by
counting the total multiplication and addition operations per-
formed by the model. We demonstrate the lightweight degree
of our proposedmodel by listing the differences in parameters
and GFLOPs (giga FLOPs) for original YOLOV5s and our
retrained YOLOV5s model in Table 3. As can be seen, the
FLOPs reduced more than 25 times under same experimental
condition. Low value of GFLOPs shows that the model has
lower and faster computation.

It is adopted the torch=1.9.0 framework based on
the TensorFlow=1.15.0 implemented in the framework of
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TABLE 3. Comparison of different model complexity metrics.

TABLE 4. System configuration for retraining YOLOV5s in our proposed
method.

FIGURE 6. Graphs of box loss, objectness loss, classification loss,
precision, recall mAP during 100 epoch training process of our method for
head cover detection module.

PyTorch. To improve human head cover detector, the model
was retrained on an NVIDIA GetForce RTX 2060 GPU.
Parameters of our model referred to the original YOLOV5
model. Table 4, represents hardware and software configura-
tion of our experimental platform.

This model is retrained by gathered dataset which con-
tains 7622 images (see Table 2). Fig. 6, shows the graphs
of the metric curves as training advances contains graphs
of Precision, Recall, and Mean Average Precision (mAP)
during YOLOv5s training progresses. Eq. 9-11 listed these
performance metrics.

Precision =
TP

TP+ FP
(9)

Recall =
TP

TP+ FN
(10)

mAP =
1
C

×

∑
c∈C

|TPc|
|TPc| + |FPc|

(11)

TP shows a positive sample classified rightly by the modules,
FP represents a positive sample classified wrongly and FN
indicates positive sample which is incorrectly classified [52].
Complementary, C stands for class numbers which is 2 in this
paper.

There are three types of loss represented in Fig. 6 con-
taining box loss, objectness loss and classification loss for

FIGURE 7. Confusion matrix result of head cover detection module for
dataset we gathered ( Table 2).

FIGURE 8. Head cover detection results by customized YOLOV5s method
for head cover detection module.

training and validation sets. Box graph shows loss in covering
an object by predicted box. Objectness graph represents loss
due to wrong object prediction. Classification loss shows
loss in correct prediction of object class. On the other hand,
Precision illustrates the ratio of samples number predicted
correctly to the total number of positive samples predictions,
and Recall represents the positive class is predicted as the
number of positive class samples in the total number of posi-
tive samples. The mAP represents adaptation of ground-truth
bounding box to predicted one and accurate model has higher
score in mAP. The mAP@ 0.5 illustrates 50% adaptation and
mAP@ 0.5- 0.95 shows 50%- 95% adaptation. Fig. 7, reflects
confusion matrices as training progresses of YOLOV5s for
two classes, masked and no-masked. For both classes, more
than 85%ofmasked and no-masked human detected correctly
during validation process of our proposed model. Further,
Fig. 8 represents a sample head cover detection by our cus-
tomized YOLOV5s method where the head parts are labeled
as masked or no-masked which means the person is with head
cover or without.

Additionally, as shown in Fig. 9, results for test set images
represents more than 90% mAP@ 0.5 for both masked and
no-masked classes.
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FIGURE 9. Detection results of head cover detection module for test set
of our gathered dataset ( Table 2).

FIGURE 10. Fuzzy MF of crowd and loitering detection modules with
5 linguistic variables containing: Very-Low, Low, Medium, High and
Very-High.

C. FUZZY INFERENCE MACHINE
The appropriate inference machine for assembling infor-
mation of modules and predicting the potential of robbery
behavior is fuzzy inference machine. Because it can appraise
all modules in the form of intermediate values with the
opportune membership rules and functions for RBP com-
puting [53]. Three modules: head cover detection, human
detection and loitering computation prepares input variables
and the potential of robbery behavior assesses as output
variables. As respects to desired output, a fuzzy inference
machine is brought forth with Mamdani rules and help of
the triangular membership function for the inputs, to deduce
the potential of robbery behavior from these inputs. After
providing the modules, there are three types of inputs for
an inference machine. Due to three covers including glass,
mask or hat which causes the label of masked to a person,
we assume 3 threshold values for head cover module includ-
ing ‘‘Low’’, ‘‘Medium’’ and ‘‘High’’. This is because a person
with more than two head cover of three is suspicious enough
to cover his head. So Low threshold is for one head cover
out of these three cover types, Medium is for two out of
three covers and High is for three head covers. For human
detection and loitering computation there are 5 threshold val-
ues, ‘‘Very-Low’’, ‘‘Low’’, ‘‘Medium’’, ‘‘High’’ and ‘‘Very-
High’’. These 5 values are for 0-100 quantity describing.
As number of individuals increases, potential of robbery
decreases. So ‘‘Very-High’’ stands for 2-3 human number
because the first person is the seller. Loitering enhancement
entails robbery potential increment. Fig. 10- 12, show the
definition of linguistic variables as membership functions for
three modules and fuzzification of RBP. As can be seen there
are 5 linguistic variables for crowd detectionmodule and 5 for
loitering detection module as well. Moreover, 3 variables are
for head cover detection module.

Therefore, in this fuzzy machine, 75 rules (5 × 5 × 3)
are laid down to implement the relationships between the
values extracted by the modules. These rules are based on the

FIGURE 11. Fuzzy MF of head cover detection module with 3 linguistic
variables containing: Low, Medium and High.

FIGURE 12. Fuzzy MF for RBP prediction and detection. Our defined fuzzy
MF has 6 linguistic variables containing: No, Very-Low, Low, Medium, High
and Very-High to assign proper RBP for snippets.

effectiveness of each module in increasing or decreasing the
robbery potential. The opinion of an expert has been applied
in defining these rules. Expert person is the one who has
been watching lots of surveillance videos and can understand
behavior of robbery immediately. Table 5 presents several
rules used in our proposed evaluation of robbery potential
prediction. Among 75 rules, rules number 1, 35 and 70 are
represented which are from three out of six intervals (see
Fig. 12) of robbery potential including: very high, Medium
and very low RBP.

Defuzzification method used in this paper is centroid strat-
egy which gives a better representation of the meaning of the
three modules because it blends all contributing rules.

D. PREDICTION OF ROBBERY IN VIDEOS
To predict the potential of robbery behavior, we assume only
the time period before the moment of displaying weapon,
force or threat by the robber. Videos in which robbery occurs
and up to the moment of using force, weapons and threats
(τ ), the potential predicted more than the set threshold (θ),
is labeled as data with the potential of robbery behavior and
correctly identified (TP). Data with the same conditions that
have a potential below θ are also labeled as data with robbery
behavior that has not been correctly identified (FN). Fig. 13,
represents a diagram of RBP- Time which depicts τ for the
time that the robber shows force, threat and weapon. It also
shows θ for threshold which is chosen for robbery behavior
inferring and happens at the time t = τθ . After t=τ , the
robbery behavior has happened definitely and its potential is
100%.

The thresholds with normal and strict conditions are
also used to predict the potential for robbery behavior,
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TABLE 5. Three sample rules for evaluation of robbery potential prediction.

FIGURE 13. Diagram of threshold allocating for RBP prediction. The
region(gray hachure) represents period of time that our proposed method
can predict RBP.

TABLE 6. Robbery Potential Prediction Results of our proposed method
on UCF-Crime dataset.

respectively as Eq. 12 and 13.

θn = 50 (12)

θs = 60 (13)

where θn is normal threshold which an expert can con-
clude robbery occurrence and θs is strict one in which a
restricted expert person derives robbery will happen. Eval-
uation considers as binary nature of robbery behavior predic-
tion. we consider a video True-Positive (TP) if predicted RBP
is more than θn or θs and it belongs to Robbery Folder. False-
Negative (FN) videos are those belonging to Robbery folder
but the estimated RBP is less than θn or θs. Therefore, videos
from normal folder are propounded as True-Negative (TN)
with potential assessment of less than θn or θs and FP with
robbery potential appraisement of more than θn or θs. Recall
evaluates the capability of proposed algorithm for predicting
robbery potential, whereas Precision determines, high costs
of False Positive. Both metrics are in the range from 0 to 1,
in which 1 is the optimal value. F1-score is the harmonic
means of Recall and Precision and derived by Eq. 14.

F1 − score =
2 · Precision · Recall
Precision+ Recall

(14)

Precision, Recall and the corresponding F1-score give a con-
cept of howwell a robbery potential of video is estimated, and
how often this assessment is confused with others. Precision,
Recall and F1-score is used to appraise the performance of
our algorithm. The results are shown in Table 6.

Fig. 15(a-i) shows few frames of a video from Robbery
folder of UCF-Crime which is predicted as TP sample and
has high robbery potential. As can be seen, there are two
humans presented in the scene and the customer has face
cover. So, beside a poorly attended store, there is a face
covered person who is trying not to be recognized. Moreover,
the face covered person, loiters and looks for a proper time
to the robber commodity. Thus, the robbery potential should
increase by calculating loitering and the reported potential
shows likewise. Due to low resolution of videos, sometimes
tracking algorithm could not operate correctly and lose per-
son as it is apparent in the Fig. 14-h. frames 14-i and 14-j are
those that the robbery behavior has happened and the robber
has run.

Fig. 15, shows the curve of RBP computed for each snippet
during whole video of the Fig. 14 sample. It starts to be
calculated after 10 frames for each video and for last frames it
decreases to nearly zero because of ending robbery risk as can
be seen in Fig. 14-h 14-i and 14-j. Fluctuation of the curve
shows the times modules could not truly calculate values.
Final decision of the calculated potential is by averaging the
values. Potential computation is as Eq. 15. It is remarkable
that snippet numbers are equal to n (see Eq. 3).

RPt =

∑n
j=1

∑50
k=1 RP

j
k

50

n
(15)

where RPt is total RBP computed during the video up to the
time we want to know the RBP and depicted by τ0 in Fig. 13.
As Eq. 3, n is the number of snippets upto t = τ0. RP

j
k is

robbery potential calculated for each steps with 10 frames.
Fig. 16 shows an instance of FN sample. In lots of frames of

this video, like 16-a, 16-b and 16-e, robbery potential has low
values due to 1 person appearance but robbery has happened
at the end. On the other hand, in some frames like 16-h,
no human has been detected to calculate robbery potential
and this sample labeled as negative wrongly. Obviously, the
angle of camera is not appropriate for tracking people and the
head cover of human cannot be detected truly.More precisely,
human dimensions are not explicit enough to be detected. So,
values of modules calculated incorrectly.

Curve of incorrectly predicted robbery potential for FN
sample of Fig. 16 is depicted in Fig. 17. There are lots of
steps with less than θ robbery potential. So, calculated RPt is
less than θ and this video labeled as negative wrongly. high
frequency of changes in RPjk demonstrates weakness of face
cover detection due to cameras’ angle.

Fig. 18, presents an example video frame of a normal data
without any crime occurrence which is labeled as TN. Due to
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FIGURE 14. Sample of TP video for robbery potential prediction. In this sample, calculated robbery potential is more than
defined threshold and robbery happens at the end. In this video, one person who covers his face and carries weapon,
loiters for a proper time to rob something.

FIGURE 15. Curve of robbery potential for every 10 frames in a TP video of Fig. 14. In many snippets, RBP is more
than 70%. In some frames the costumer is not detected because of camera angle and RBP is 50% and less.

numerous humans attended in the scene and no head cover for
them, beside lowmovement of individuals, estimated robbery
potential is less than 10%.

Curve of 10 frames robbery potential is shown in Fig. 19.
As can be seen, the robbery potential is not change because
there is no change in modules’ values condition like human
number or loitering, that can improve robbery potential.
The only variable which affects condition of video is loiter-
ing. However, displacement calculated by loitering detection
module is not increased regularly for this video. In other
words, when a person moves during some frames, he leaves
the scene normally and does not repeat the path causeless.
Hence, results of loitering module changes for snippets and

does not increase robbery potential. As can be seen, it is less
than 10% for this TN sample.

A sample video frames of FP data is demonstrated in
Fig. 20. Although, due to high values of loitering and poorly
attended store, high robbery potential is expected, but the
evaluation metric proves the robbery occurrence. Even an
expert person would say that the behavior of persons who
look around aimlessly in a poorly attended place is not
normal. Therefore, values calculated by detection modules
increases robbery potential and these kinds of videos clas-
sified as FP video.

Next, the predicted RBP is brought as curve of Fig. 21.
As can be seen clearly in this figure, the negative video should
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FIGURE 16. Sample of FN videos for robbery potential prediction. Calculated robbery potential of this sample is less than
defined threshold but robbery happens at the end. Angle of camera can not cover the scene and human can not be
detected.

FIGURE 17. Curve of robbery potential for every 10 frames in a FN video of Fig. 16. For snippets with RP j
k

less than 10%, head cover and loitering have not been detected due to inappropriate angle of camera.
Snippets with RP j

k more than 70%, are for frames in which, human are loitering in sight of camera view.

have low robbery potential but, the store has low number
of person and they loiter a lot. So higher robbery potential
is expected. After nearly 200 snippets, one of the persons
leave the scene visible by camera and the robbery potential
decreases to 10%.

E. DETECTION OF ROBBERY IN VIDEOS
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed
method with other robbery detection methods for Robbery
data of the UCF-Crime data set by transforming the predic-
tion problem to detection. Videos in which the potential of
robbery behavior exceeds the θ values are considered as TP
and videos with RBP below this value are labeled as FN.

Also, in Normal videos, the potential of robbery behavior
is calculated. The videos with more robbery-potential calcu-
lated by Eq. 15 than θ values are assumed as FP and with
less potential are labeled as TN. The results of Precision,
Recall and F1-score calculation are given in Table 7. It should
be noted that the potential values of robbery that are used
to compare with θ values are also obtained by computing
truncated mean of snippets. In Table 8, our obtained result
is compared with previous methods that have worked in the
field of crime detection on UCF-Crime dataset and have
reported these results separately for all subdivisions of this
dataset. From the previous methods, only the reported results
for Robbery data are given. As Table 8 illustrates obviously,
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FIGURE 18. Sample of TN videos for robbery potential prediction. In this sample, calculated robbery potential is less than
defined threshold due to absence of head covering and low crowd. In this video, robbery does not happen at the end and
truly labeled as negative sample.

FIGURE 19. Curve of robbery potential for every 10 frames in a TN video of Fig. 18. This video has
scores of zero for head cover and crowd detection modules. Additionally, loitering detection module
is not increased regularly for it. therefore, the robbery potential is 10% for all snippets.

TABLE 7. Robbery potential detection results of our proposed method on
UCF-Crime dataset.

our proposed method detects robbery with higher F1-score.
It is worth to mention that our method demonstrates the first
approach of potential calculation. Method of [55] used a fine-
tuning method which is just support videos like UCF-Crime
dataset and in [56], the object detection has the key role in
robbery detection. It means that if a robber hasn’t weapon
or fight, detection of robbery will be disturbed. On the other
hand, our proposed method is scenario based and can cover
different condition of robbery incidence.

F. DISCUSSION
We have a new look at the prediction process of crime.
Because of crimes incidence variety, we choose one kind of
crime, commercial robbery with the possibility of prediction.
Potential calculation of robbery occurrence is crucial to pre-
vent it before any financial or life event falls out. As men-
tioned before, robbery potential means the amount of robbery
occurrence risk in a video. We defined a methodology with
crowd, head cover and loitering detection modules and one
fuzzy inferencemachine. For head cover and human detection
modules implementation by YOLOV5s, images must gather
due to the position of CCTVs cameras based on camera points
of view and video images resolution. Number of images in
dataset is important for retrainingYOLOV5s.MainYOLOV5
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FIGURE 20. Sample of FP videos for robbery potential prediction. Due to high value of loitering and low number of
person, calculated robbery potential of this sample is more than defined threshold but robbery does not happen at the
end.

FIGURE 21. Curve of robbery potential for every snippets in a FP video of Fig. 20. The first
200 snippets have high score of low human number and high loitering. but after 200 snippets, one
person leave the seen and score of crowd detection module omitted.

TABLE 8. Robbery potential prediction results on UCF-Crime dataset.

has been trained by COCO dataset with high resolution
images and it could not detect human in UCF-Crime dataset
with high accuracy. So that we needed low resolution images
to retrain it. On the other hand, surveillance cameras are

mostly mounted on top of the counter and the angle of its
view point is different for various CCTVs. The difficulty of
data collecting increased when we had to look for data with
the head cover like the robbers. Also, since helmets are a good
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FIGURE 22. Missing ID number sample two frames. ID=2 and ID=3 are for the same person.

choice for covering the whole head, they are highly regarded
by robbers. Therefore, after multitude searches, we have gath-
ered considered images with respect to their camera’s view
point and different kind of head cover. We also decreased
resolution of them. Head cover and human detection modules
are implemented simultaneouslywith one dataset. It is worthy
to note that according to COVID-19 pandemic, wearing the
mask and covering faces is not unusual. Anyhow, face and
head occlusion increases probability of suspicious behavior
occurrence and a normal personwhowears facemaskwill not
do more suspicious behaviors such as loitering. On the other
hand, a robber who wears a face mask because of preventing
the spread of COVID-19 will enhance his potential of robbery
even though without motivation of head covering.

Our loitering detection module tracks human by DEEP-
SORT algorithm which is simple, high accurate and has state
of the art approaches for multiple object tracking. It uses
Faster Region CNN (FrRCNN) detection framework for one
class object detection with the parameters learn for the PAS-
CAL VOC high resolution dataset. also, Kalman filter and
Hungarian algorithm is used for object tracking [41]. We use
Euclidean distance calculation to compute displacement of
a person based on our innovated approach. We define our
particular thresholds based on prior opinion and by dividing
amount of displacements into intervals, we allocated loitering
scores to each interval.

This is the first work which is calculating RBP for pre-
dicting crime incidence and also detecting it. Previous crime
detection approaches are mostly extract common features of
the crime. for example, main indicator of robbery is weapon
and by detecting it in the videos, they deduce robbery occur-
rence. But weapon is used in many other crimes such as
murdering, kidnapping and fighting. Even by considering
skirmish indicator in robbery behavior, it can be seen in other
crimeswe named. Therefore, by considering a scenario-based
procedure for robbery, the approach is especially for rob-
bery behavior. As a consequence, our method has flexibility
of involving different cultures and manifestation of various
countries for specific robbery occurrence.

Ultimately a fuzzy inference machine infers the robbery
potential. The rules of fuzzy inference machine are optimized

by comments of an expert person who has been watched
lots of CCTV videos to prevent robbery or other crimes.
The expert person can devise the fuzzy rules based on any
other common scenario and effects of each module can be
distinct.

Because of the lack of accurate separation between humans
and their tracking due to the low resolution of video images,
we have limitation for loitering detection module implemen-
tation. With the disappearance of humans, it is difficult to
rediscover them. Additionally, in most cases, a new label
is assigned to the previous person and the distance traveled
by that person is recalculated. Alternatively, overlapping of
human in video images increases the error of missing people.
Therefore, this module has errors for precise loitering detec-
tion in some videos of UCF-Crime dataset. Fig. 22, represents
a frame sample that DeepSORT algorithm allocated more
than one ID for same person because of missing him.

V. CONCLUSION
This research work proposes an approach for RBP prediction
in video surveillance images. There are several challenges of
CCTV videos like the various ways for robbery incidence,
variety in camera angle mounted in different places and low
resolution of video images acquired by CCTVs. Tackling
these obstacles ensues timely actions and prevents robbery
fully or partially observable from surveillance videos. This
work is conducted because based on our extensive literature
review, despite significance of preventing robbery occur-
rence, no RBP prediction has been done before. We extract
some common scenarios of robbery occurrence with the
help of an expert comments and by watching several rob-
bery videos from CCTVs. We investigate these scenarios to
deduce more common features between them and implement
a practical approach for RBP prediction. Our study pro-
poses a deep-learning based approach with the help of fuzzy
inference machine to calculate potential of robbery. This
approach provides a retrained YOLOV5 algorithm by gather-
ing proper dataset of human with or without head cover. This
deep-learning based algorithm is used to efficiently imple-
ment crowd and head cover detection modules. This paper
also executes loitering module by our defined methodology
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which calculates the Euclidean traveled distance of individ-
uals using DeepSORT method. A fuzzy inference machine
is delineated to infer robbery potential of videos for every
10 frames and average them for every snippet based on
three module results. The proposed method is applied to
the Robbery folder of UCF-Crime dataset and F1-score of
proposed system is 0.537. This result shows that our proposed
methodology can correctly predict robbery potential for more
than half of the videos.

Accordingly, we change the problem of predicting to
robbery detection one. Thus, we can compare it with prior
literature which have worked on the anomaly-detection spe-
cially the robbery detection and their dataset is UCF-Crime.
F1-score of detection method is 0.607 and it is utmost
among other methods. The result proves that our proposed
scenario-based system works correctly with high ability in
detecting and also predicting robbery behavior. Our proposed
approach can be used by any places which have surveillance
cameras and want to prevent robbery crime. They do not
need to employ a person to watch the real time videos of
theses cameras precisely and infer the robbery potential.
However, this person should watch the videos uninterruptedly
to not make a mistake. Additionally, any one can make our
methodology privately by changing the thresholds value due
to particular culture.

We can increase F1-score by improving loitering detec-
tion accuracy. As future work, we intend to achieve an
improved tracking algorithm for low-resolution video images
by improving DeepSORT method. Human of low- resolution
videos cannot be detected precisely to track. This is because
the detector of DeepSORT algorithm is FrRCNN. Therefore,
we will change detection framework of DeepSORT algorithm
to retrained YOLOV5 by low-resolution human images. The
proposed YOLOV5 will have only one object class, low
resolution images.
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